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Dear Dr. A. Aldcroft,

Please find enclosed our manuscript entitled “A Longitudinal Study of Allergy and intestinal Helminth Infections in Semi Urban and Rural Areas of Flores, Indonesia (ImmunoSpin Study)” which we would like to submit to BMC Research Methodology. The paper is a study protocol of original work, has not been previously published whole or in part, and is not under consideration for publication elsewhere. In this study we declare that participation of human subjects did not occur until after informed consent was obtained.

We confirm that all authors have no competing interests regarding the submitted article. We also would like to inform you that all authors have read the manuscript and agree that the work is ready for submission to the journal, and accept responsibility for the manuscript's contents.

The list of 4 potential unbiased reviewers:

Dr. Alison M Elliott
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK
Uganda Virus Research Institute, P.O. Box 49, Entebbe, Uganda
Email: alison.tom@infocom.co.ug

Dr. Montserrat Fernández-Rivas
Allergology Service, Hospital Clínico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain.
Email: mfernandezri.hcsc@salud.madrid.org

Dr. Carsten Flohr
Department of Children’s Allergies, MRC/Asthma UK Centre in Allergic Mechanisms of Asthma, King’s College London, London, U.K.
E-mail: carsten.flohr@kcl.ac.uk

Prof. Janette E. Bradley
School of Biology, University of Nottingham, Nottingham NG7 2UH, UK.
E-mail: jan.brady@nottingham.ac.uk

We used Microsoft Word for the text, table and figures.

Yours sincerely,

Firdaus Hamid, MD